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1 Perturbative Integrability

Thesimplest example Canoldpartytrick

Consider A04 theory in 1 1 dimensions

7410912 12m42 4,44

Feynmanrules pimtia

X it

Task checkwhetherthis theory is integrableby computing the
connected 2 74 amplitude at tree level whichshouldvanish ifwe'reintegrable

























































Equivalently let's cross one outto in andcompute a 373 amplitude
with in particles a b c and out particles d e f d

get
Light cone momenta Pop potp pop alt
are onshell when ppam2 which we

solvebywriting in out momenta as

Pa ma ma p Cmbmb

etc with a b E IR

Just two classes ofdiagrams
d e t d e f

A B
A b c a b c

























































d e t
A

g p mlatb d a tb d

I
a b c palms I can d latentd I

miz
abd

Catb Ca d Ch d
d e f

B
a pot pamlatbtc a bite

pig Ip
abc

Catb btc cta

outlinfree if Aug Hlaibosdiest PPExternal leg
factorssametraydiagram

internalpropagatorpart pom

























































and f Caine die D

Catb btc Cta
Got.lab

Catbla d Cb d
t abc

II

a

Looks complicated but it

atbtc dtett
and overallconservation of left bright

tatty t ft ft f o lightcone momenta

then Hla b c die 8 I I exercised

























































and the production amplitude is net zero
but it is unexpectedlysimple

Furthermore it couldbecancelledcompletelybyadding a 06 term

to

LE LE L I do

1095 m 02 4,44 f 96

cod7 ME Bad 4 B'd t Bro
where p Alma

























































Now continue

L fi L
p
Firedtovanish Zefinedtovanish

Each step if it works determines the next term uniquely

Infinitelymanydiagrams later Leo cod my coshBo I

and we have rediscovered the sinhGorden theory

For a systematic recursive approachusing a neatmultiRegge limit see

Gabai et al arXiv 1803.0357

























































Message
From the point of view of perturbationtheory

a lot is happening under thesurface togive the simple

properties suchas no particle production that we see

in integrable QFT even at tree level

Hope to understand the mechanisms behind

this perturbative integrability in greater depth

























































Further remark The procedurejust described gave us

no choice at eachstep whatever we endup with starting

from X04 is the only sucktheory of a singlemassive

scalarwith no particleproduction

smallloophole we couldhavestarted with A43 thisgives
the socalled Bullough.Doddmodelwhichis indeed theonlyotheroption

This suggests a possible classification programme

























































2 Multiplescalarfields

Natural next step suppose we have r different scalar

particles with
Masses Mi o Mr

non zero3pointcouplings Cik
maybehigherpointcouplingstoo

Two tasks
Understand thegeneralconstraints on thespaceofsuch
theories impliedby considerations likethosejust seen
For cases we know suspect are integrable understand

what'sgoingon underthehood of perturbation theory

























































With more particle types we can require2 2 scattering to be diagonal

Sit Y 0 unless Li k j certainlyneededbyintegrability

it all massesdiffer

and write X Si o where on shell momenta are

now parametrisedby rapidity 0 pi pi miel mi
Note s p xp Mie m er Mieatmid

MitMit2mm coshQ Q

fats

























































If all particles are stable boundstatepolesmustbe at

imaginaryrapidities belowthreshold I brastate
rides

idf
cash

Forwardchannelpolewhen 0 Q ihit say where the
fusingangle U j is fixedby noting that at the pole we
have s ME Mit mi 2mimjcosUijk

Geometrically it is anoutsideangleof a mass triangle

ma mi
on Ui

Mi

























































Likewise for Uji and Uni
mf it Ui

Mi
t Uh

So the 3 using angles satisfy U j tUjiatUni 25

and the onshellmomenta at the vertex can
I

be drawn in the Euclideanplane as
gigging

Crelativeanglesfixedrigidly it onshell momentumconserving

























































The geometry of thesevertices and how they can

be plugged together will determine the singularity structure

of the S matrix both at tree level Y H and

at loop level YI YI where they will signal

loop diagrams with Landausingularities multiple internal

propagators onshell for someparticularexternal momenta

An elementary tree levelobservation shows that they are

highly constrainedby integrability

























































3 Flipping diagrams

Suppose C't 0 and Chia O
L KThen we'd expect to see poles in Si if and in

Shing
both from q propagating as aboundstate

But perturbation theorythensuggests thereshouldalsobe a pole

in Sight by which is an amplitude we wanted to vanishq

it
How can this be

























































The only answer in perturbation theory is that there must be

a competing process to cancel the amplitude either in the u or t

L K
channels

u yay or t ÉqÉ or both

Both have opposite residues for their poles so theres a chanceofcancellation

To be onshell at therightpoint all externalanglesmust agree
so the fusing angles for q and q must be just right

In terms of the masstrianglesthis has
a simple geometrical interpretation

























































Whenever a quadrilateral for an unwantedprocess is he can

be tiled with mass triangles in one way

Myka n
y

it
there must exist non zero couplings and masses in the theory

such that it can be tiled in the other way either as

Min or Éy deficitparallelogram

É

























































We call this the flipping rule the sets ofmasses ma

and non zero 3 pt couplings c mustbe such that a whenever

a disallowed quadrilateral Ej can be filed with mass triangles

in oneway it can also be tiled in at least one otherway

It is not obvious that coherent sets ofmasses couplings

exist at all
while we don't have a completeclassification wewereable toprove that

in theorieswherecancellations are alwayspairwise the nonzerocoupling mustobey

the areasrule I Cii I d Daba the area of themass triangle

























































4 Affine Toda Field Theories

While we lack a complete answer to the classificationproblem

we do have a possiblyexhaustive setofexampleswhichsolve

the constraints in beautifulways the AffineTodaField theories

Take an r componentscalarfield d e Rr in 2d set

I 11095 ME If naera
d coat V10

where do or are rtl vectors in Rr with mutual inner
productsgivenby an affineDynkindiagram simplylaced É nada 0
Eg tr E8 o o 1 o o o o 87dm

























































Tactic expand V6 in B to find mass matrix 3 pt couplings etc

Results masses form an eigenvectorof the corresponding not affine

Catan matrix Leg for Eg Ci jms 2 26 Mi

At one loop themass ratios don't renormalise

3 pt couplings obey the area rule their non vanishingis

encoded in a fusingrule based on thegeometryof the

corresponding rootsystem

This data isenough to conjectureexact smatrices for allcases but
these still need to becheckedagainst perturbationtheory

























































5 Higher order poles

The conjectured Smatrices have higherorder poles up

to 12thorder in the case of the Eg theory with surprisingly
simple universal coefficients

these should all have prosaic in the language of
Coleman Thun explanations in perturbationtheory as

anomalousthresholdpoles ie the Landausingularities
mentionedearlier in d 2 these arebranchpoints but in

2d they are poles

























































General d 2 result

A graph inwhichP internal propagatorsgo simultaneously

on shell at somepoint with L loops will have a pole at that

point oforderP 2L
dualpictures

Examples Y Pal 2 0 1storder
P 22 1

71 P 4,2 1 IfP 21 2
2ndorder

Hoof pit L 2 3rd order 477
p 26 3

41 Pj L also3rdorder 77
At eachvertex of such an onshelldiagram all angles arefixedto thefusing
angles So finding themisa lego problemygminglogetherrigidvertices or in

the dualpicture ofmasstriangles a geometrical tilingproblem

























































Example Eg 8 particles masses M C Ms

S 10 can't havehigherpolesbyelementarygeometry yet L
linesmust

goinsidehere can't

But 53410 has a 3rdorderpole at O Eiti wherenaively a simple
pole from 34 75 YE wouldbeexpected

Lookmoreclosely to find that the vertexcorrections for C include3
graphswith Landausingularities

5 5
65

3 44 3 14 3

8
4

BO

























































In the dual picture this correspondsto 3 different tilings of
the 345 mass triangle

2
3
5I as I s

cnotto scale

The geometrical constraint that the vertices and momenta in the

on shelldiagrams fit together is equivalent to the 3 different sets
of mass triangles all tiling thebig triangleperfectly

























































Joining thesetogether gives 9 diagrams all contributing to
the 3rd orderpole 114544 etc

We have
A A B B C C diagonal

and also

A C B C B A C A C B A B

offdiagonal

addingthesetogethergives a residuewith the same absolutevalue

as for the exactSmatrix to leadingBorder but the wrongsign

























































Something is missing which canbefound via theflippingidea

31 4
Consider

a c e

EE
I zoomin

This is a disallowedtree level process
so itmusthavea flipped friend which I 1st
turnsout to be y

443 So we can do a surgery on the

initialdiagram tofind a new onshell

3yyyÉdiagramwhichmustalso contribute

In termsof tilings
3 1 4 3 1 4

4
45

a
4 3

3
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Now repeat I
s

I l
Fdiagonals

This generates 17 1 i

newdiagrams which I
É

sum toexactly 2x 1

thewrongsigntotal i

ofthetistset I
Éso alliswell I

1

I I Newdiagrams
I
t
Edfdiagonals

























































This turns out to begeneric for all ATFT 3rd order
poles and can be betterunderstood via a cutting procedure

on the diagrams toappear and for disassinsof2ndorderpoles
see arXiv2022tomorrow

At higher order there are many millions more tiling

but the final answers should stillbe simple Curran inprogress



and behind all this is the higherdimensional geometry

of root systems Lf tetrahedron in rootspace

6
projectionof y 4 gap

projectionofbottom

top 2sides 2sides

Thank you


